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Apollo 2000 heater manual

©2020 Walmart Stores, Inc. Time to get cozy for those colder months ahead! A portable heater is a great way to warm up the room you're in, and apollo is small enough for any space. Plus, absolutely no installation is required - just plug in and tightly away! It also has overheating and a nozzle to automatically turn off safety features. Easily keep your room in your den or office cozy
and warm with apollo 2000 made by Aerus. Yes, that Erius brand. The brand that first brought you the original electrolux vacuum. Includes: Heater (NSBK-150SK31) Remote with CR2025 Battery Manual Features: 1800 watts - effectively provides temperature setting between 57°F to 97°F Stay comfortable, without having to worry about turning Apollo on and off to maintain a set
temperature weighing just 5.4 lbs with a small footprint Can be easily carried from room to room - fits into most spaces Heat only rooms you want heating, instead of the whole house Selection of black or white Additional information: Dimensions: 6-1/2L x 8-3/4W x 22-1/4H - 5.4 Power: 1800 watts; ETL Noise category: Moderate noise level (30-59dB) Country of origin: China
Warranty: One-year heater limit, 10-year limited warranty to the heating element manufacturer; Please call 1-888-764-0693. Please note: Apollo 2000 should only be used at a minimum distance of 2 feet from each wall or other object, and 10 feet from flammable substances. The appliance must not be used in the vicinity of the presence of explosives or other flammable
substances. Keep children and pets away from Apollo 2000. Don't leave unattended. Model number model number NSBK-150SK31 See all verified customer reviews Our online exclusive Apollo 2000 from portable infrared heaters Aerus for faster heating, greater efficiency and the only 1800-watt for living quarters available today. Elegant design uses all new materials for faster
heating and greater efficiency. Heated to 1500 sq.m. Sends the same or the next business day. Funding Available! Learn more 30 DAYS OF APOLLO 2000 FREE TRIAL from Aerus Exceptional Apollo 2000 Infrared Space Heater is a state-of-the-art portable space heater designed using all new materials for faster heating in large open areas up to 1,500 square feet. This new
oscilien heater with infrared technology is the only 1800-watt heating in the premises available today. Apollo 2000 uses a specially designed PTC heating element (positive temperature effect) made of ceramic stone for long life and fast and even heating. Safe and reliable, the automatic shutdown function and automatic temperature reset control prevent overheating or if the
temperature reset is is an eastern balance. The precise temperature sensor with a self-adjusting engine senses the temperature in the environment and adjusts accordingly, working faster or slower to achieve the programmatic desired temperature. Large digital touch screen control panel current internal temperature, while providing different heating mode options and hanging
controls. A remote control with the same functions as the display is also included. Just turn it on, set the temperature, and Apollo 2000 does the rest! Features of Apollo 2000 by Aerus Infrared heater warms up to 1500 square feet 6100 BTU heating Power Large LCD display Touch screen digital control panel and remote control Precise temperature sensor with self-adjusting motor
Two fan speeds Sleep timer up to 9 hours Function for automatic shutdown and automatic temperature adjustment Additional flicker Safety switch top 10-year limited manufacturers warranty Back Side Lifestyle Care : It is advisable to wash and dry the foam converter on a monthly basis. To open the front, remove the back cover by removing one screw on top with a philips head
screwdriver. Reinstall only when the preliter is completely dry. To remove the accumulated dust, wipe the casing with a soft, clean, slightly damp cloth (water only) as needed. Do not allow direct contact with water. Avoid using rough cleaning chemicals that may damage or confirm the appliance. When not in use, it is recommended to store the device in the original box in a clean,
dry place. Expert reports - Apollo 2000 from infrared space heater EXPERT ASSESSMENT OF Aerus PARAMETERS ZV 1. Heating efficiency 2. Fan speeds 3. Room 4 coverage. Noise category 5. Energy consumption 6. Easy job 7. Construction quality: Airtight design, without gas exclusion 8. Heat distribution 9. Credibility, guarantee &amp;quot Return Policy 10&amp;quot.
Value for Price Our exclusive Apollo 2000 heating unit from Aerus is designed with infrared technology to warm large outdoor areas up to 1,500 square feet, safe and efficient. Pros: Portable and lightweight with easy-to-grip carry handle Easy to use with set and forgetable that it controls Never worry about overheating with automatic reset Low-maintenance control Easy to use
digital display with indicators Keep a constant desired temperature with advanced digital temperature sensor Summary: This exclusive Apollo 2000 space heater is so easy to operate. Just turn on, turn on and program the desired temperature. Highly efficient and infrared-designed, Apollo 2000 is the only 1,800-watt residential heating available today. Safety and reliability are not
forgotten, the automatic shutdown function and automatic temperature reset control prevents overheating or if the appliance is drained from the balance. Safely and effectively warm up these larger outdoor areas in your home, up to 1,500 square feet Expert: Apollo 2000 from Infrared Space Heater Aerus worth $195.00 Apollo 2000 from Infrared Space Heater Aerus Model Apollo
2000 Technology Infrared Heating Technology BTUs Heating BTUs 6,100 Power Requirements 120 VAC /60 Hz Power consumption 1800ts maximum heat heating settings Thermostat Adjustable thermostat, 59°F - 95°F (15°C - 35°C) Programmable timer Yes Protection Tip-Over Protection Yes Dimensions 22 5/16C x 6 1/2quot;D x 5/8W Weight 5.4lbs. Warranty 1-year limited
per unit, 10-year limited warranty for heating filters &amp; Accessories for Apollo 2000 from Aerus Infrared Heating Heater  Garrett Parker 2 years, you know it will be at this time of year, where you need to understand how you will stay warm all winter. The question is, what should you do if you are in a situation where you need a little extra heat for a particular room, but still do
not want to spend the money on heating the whole house to get this room to the desired temperature? In addition, obviously you want to warm your home safely, so when it comes to things like portable heaters, you want to use only the best devices with the latest technology. Below are five of the types of devices you might want to consider using.1. Duraflame Bristol 1000 Square
Foot Infrared Heating in OakIt is easily one of the best portable heaters out there. It does not get so hot that it can cause injury to a child or pet, which inadvertently comes into contact with it, but is able to warm up to 1,000 square feet quickly and effectively. This is thanks to the infrared heat it produces. This heater also has wheels that are hidden, making it easy to move from one
room to the next. It has control buttons that are easy to understand and even comes with its own remote control. One of the best features is the thermostat, which allows you to adjust the temperature wherever you are comfortable, and then let the heater do the work. When it reaches this temperature, it automatically turns off and then monitors the temperature to maintain it.2. Pro-
Temp Portable fan forced electric heater, 240 VAC, 10,200 BTUIt's an almost perfect heater to take with you when working in a workshop, on a trip with an RV, or even when you're on a dirt bike or ATV excursion and have a toy hauler with you. If it gets cold at night, all you need to do is turn on this heater and turn it on. Before you know it, the whole area will feel warm, warm and
cozy. Even on the coldest nights, it is a heater that is capable of producing enough heat to repel the cold.3 Lasko CT22722 Ceramic tower Oscilking heater with remote controlIt is not only one of the best implemented portable heaters on the market, but also one of the safest. All this is digital and can be controlled by pressing the buttons on the heater itself or through the remote
control that is turned on. You can set the temperature, and when the room reaches the desired heat level, the heater will automatically turn off. If you do not temperature, heating is turned off after a preset period of time. Like most heaters, it is designed to become a if it's overturned for any reason. One of the best parts about its ceramic design is that it doesn't get so hot that you
can't touch it without being injured. This makes it much safer when you have pets or children walking around. It is able to deliver a pleasant amount of heat in a room and does it with quiet work.4. Infrared heater Aerus Apollo 2000It is one of the quietest portable heaters you ever tend to move. It heats up quickly and can heat up to 1,500 square feet, but it's not hot to the touch.
Like many of the other heaters on the market today, it includes infrared technology that allows it to produce heat in a much safer way than older, more traditional space heaters. Everything is digital and easy to control. There are only a few buttons that are only explanatory, allowing you to set the temperature to a predetermined level or the heater program to turn off after it has
been turned on for a certain period of time.5. Duraflame portable heater stoveIt gives you all the advantages of the other heaters that are listed above and has another important feature. If you like the idea of watching a fireplace, because it is relaxing, you can do this here by watching an imitation fireplace that looks quite real by the way. If you are in the mood to warm up and have
a peaceful evening in front of the fireplace, this is an excellent way to do it. Previous Article Next Article
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